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Next Gen Games

> Massive Teams
> Colossal Budgets
> New forms of gaming & entertainment

> Means...
> Higher risks than ever before



Next Gen Games

> Communicating what your product is about will be 
more important than ever

> The days of 3D artists creating the game’s logo are 
over

> Today it’s not just a game, it’s a brand



Presentation Overview
> Brand Identity Creation

> What is Brand Identity and why is it important
> Forming a Brief
> A good creative process
> Brand Management

> Case Studies from Sony Computer Entertainment
> SingStar® Brand
> Working with existing IP’s (24: The Game™)
> EyeToy® Logo

> Conclusion



What is Brand Identity?

> Traditionally it’s visual devices that identify ownership





What is Brand Identity?

> Today branding is everywhere we look
> As well as identifying ownership it also symbolises 

the values behind the product
> Brand Identity is the symbolic embodiment of all the 

information connected with a company, product or 
service



Some iconic modern brands



What is Brand Identity?

> Typically the brand identity of a video game is a 
combination of Logo, Typography, Key Colours & 
Imagery







Why is a products Brand Identity 
Important?

>It’s the face of the product
 “Image means personality...

Products, like people, have personalities, and they can
make or break them in the market place” 

David Ogilvy (US advertising executive, b.1911)



Soft, fluffy and friendlyTraditional & dependable

It’s the face of the product



Why is a products Brand Identity 
Important?

>Communicates what the brand is 
about



Communicates what the brand is about

Vs?



Why is a products Brand Identity 
Important?

>Brand Identity often forms the first 
impression





Why is a products Brand Identity 
Important?

>We’re told never to judge a book by 
it’s cover... but everyone does

>Consumer’s will make assumptions 
on the perceived value of a product 
from what the packaging looks like





How to get the brand identity right

> The project brief
> A good creative process
> Brand Management



Forming a brief

> Forming a good brief is half way to success
> Without a designer is simply shooting in the 

dark



The form of a brief

> Briefing occurs in many ways
> In a formal meeting
> Via Email
> Verbally
> In a document



Project Description

> Introduce the game and sum it up
> Don't be tempted to simply refer the creatives to the 

game design documentation



Background Information 

> Reason behind why the project is being developed
> It’s planned lifespan



Target Audience

> Who are we aiming at?
> Try using examples/references



The Task

> Keep it short
> Use indicative words
> Avoid terms like ‘something that says wow!’
> Outline a creative process…



Practical Requirements

> Screen sizes for example
> Deadlines (which allows for changes)



Forming a brief

> Final Tip; Make sure you circulate the project brief to 
others before the creative process starts

> Avoid Creative differences at the end of a project 
(have them at the start!)



Summary of a good Brief
> 1. Project Description

- High-Level Explanation of the game

> 2. Background Information
- The project’s history and why it’s being made

> 3. Target Audience
- What kind of person are we aiming at

> 4. The Task
- A statement of what is required

> 5. Practical Requirements
- Any technical considerations, deadlines etc



An effective Creative Process

> Creativity rarely just happens. It’s a process
> Create a framework for success



Research

> Researching informs the designer
> Provides focus
> Offers an understanding of the competition
> Helps to form an appropriate direction
> Provides opportunity for discussions



Initial Concepts

> Broad concepts are a good place to start
> Try to get the weaker concepts eliminated
> Recognise they are conceptual and look past the 

rough edges when presented
> Don’t be afraid to say when more initial ideas are 

required 



Concept Development

> At this stage the hard work should have been done
> Try to avoid having multiple ideas being developed
> The designer can focus on working the idea up



Final Design and Approvals

> Getting the final 1% of the project right can take 
longer than the rest of the project

> It should be easy to get approval from all concerned 
at this stage owing to the circulation of the brief



Summary of Creative Process

> 1. Research
- The building blocks of a successful outcome

> 2. Initial Concepts
- Get a range of focused concepts

> 3. Development
- Have the strongest concept worked up

> 4. Final Design & Approvals
- Leave time for changes at the end of the process

(Remember to place deadlines for each stage of the 
process in the project brief)



Brand Management

> Most of your products are global brands
> As such other people will be involved in representing 

it, often without your awareness



Brand Guidelines Example



Brand Guidelines Example



Brand Guidelines Example



EyeToy Brand Bible



EyeToy Brand Bible



EyeToy Brand Bible



EyeToy Brand Bible



Brand Management Summary

> Set up usage guidelines for your brand identity 
elements

> Consider having these translated
> Consider placing them online
> Remember they don’t have to read like a rule-book



Case Studies

> Examples of some of our projects



SingStar Case Study

> SingStar is a performance-rated Karaoke game which is 
very popular in Europe





SingStar Case Study

> We wanted it to appeal to a broad audience
> Including a female audience
> To do this traditional video game branding 

offered little or no inspiration
> Existing Music based games were too Arcadey, 

too technical or too japanese in influence



Traditional Music Genre Games



The Task

> Design a universal product that reflects the visual style of 
the music industry. 

> The look had to be user friendly and simple to use. 
> The look had a requirement for a style that could work 

well with other genres, such as rock, pop, 80s, 70s ...etc.



The Solution

>To base the look on research from the music industry and 
not the game industry

> To display and communicate information clearly, by 
keeping information to a minimum and the screen clear of 
distracting devices.

> Colour coding to distinguish each future release. 
> An illustration style that complimented this look
> A generic shell that could house different genres under 

the one brand identity. 

















Take-Away points

> Aim for a look which is consistent from packaging, 
logo through to in-game

> Be sure to plan for potential sequels
> If we want to appeal to new audiences we need to 

look outside the games industry for inspiration



Working with existing Brands

> Adhere to Brand Guidelines
> Build a catalogue of reference material
> Recognise the value of aligning your product with the 

existing identity



24™ The Game



Front End Design



Front End Design



Printed Materials



Printed Materials



EyeToy Logo Case Study



EyeToy Logo Case Study



Briefing

> We need a logo for EyeToy...
> ... for tomorrow morning



Initial Concepts

+



Development of Concept



Final Concept



YO device



Use in the real world



Use in the real world



Use in the real world



Use in the real world



Use in the real world



Use in the real world



Use in the real world



Brand Management

> We commissioned Nexus Productions 
> Brand Idents
> Brand Bible



Bringing the logo to life



Bringing the logo to life



Bringing the logo to life



Nexus Idents



Nexus Idents



Nexus Idents



Nexus Idents



Nexus Idents



Conclusion

>Designing was 1% of the overall project
>Brand management should start before the logo was 

rolled out
>Using a 3rd party to help establish brand identity was 

very successful



Conclusion

> When developing a new brand identity from 
scratch insist on research and following a good 
creative process

> Remember that the brand look needs to explain 
what the product is

> It needs to be a coherent message and 
guidelines are the best way to ensure this 
happens

> Brand Identity is a vital component of any 
successful  video game today



The End

oliver_wright@scee.net


